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Abstract

Background

In 2011, the traditional Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) COPD 
spirometry-based severity classification system was revised to also include exacerbation history and 
COPD Assessment Test (CAT) and modified Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale (mMRC) 
scores. This study examined how COPD patients treated in primary care are reclassified by the new 
GOLD system compared to the traditional system, and each system’s level of agreement with patient’s 
or physician’s severity assessments.

Methods

In this US multicenter cross-sectional study, COPD patients were recruited by 83 primary care 
practitioners (PCPs) to complete spirometry testing and a survey. Patients were classified by the 
traditional spirometry-based system (stages 1–4) and under the new system (grades A, B, C, D) using 
spirometry, exacerbation history, mMRC, and/or CAT results. Concordance between physician and 
patient-reported severity, spirometry stage, and ABCD grade based on either mMRC or CAT scores 
was examined.

Results

Data from 445 patients with spirometry-confirmed COPD were used. As compared to the traditional 
system, the GOLD mMRC system reclassifies 47% of patients, and GOLD CAT system reclassifies 
41%, but the distributions are very different. The GOLD mMRC system resulted in relatively equal 
distributions by ABCD grade (33%, 22%, 19%, 26%, respectively), but the GOLD CAT system put 
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most into either B or D groups (9%, 45%, 4%, and 42%). The addition of exacerbation history 
reclassified only 19 additional patients. Agreement between PCPs’ severity rating or their patients’ self-
assessment and the new ABCD grade was very poor (κ=0.17 or less).

Conclusion

As compared to the traditional system, the GOLD 2011 multidimensional system reclassified nearly 
half of patients, but how they were reclassified varied greatly by whether the mMRC or CAT 
questionnaire was chosen. Either way, the new system had little correlation with the PCPs or their 
patients’ impressions about the COPD severity.

Keywords: assessment, comorbidity, exacerbation, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung 
Disease, spirometry, stratification

Introduction

The new Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) 2011 system for COPD 
severity assessment added chronic symptoms and exacerbation history to the traditional system of 
rating the degree of airflow obstruction by spirometry. It has been studied in a variety of research 
cohorts, but its impact in primary care is uncertain.

In this analysis of 445 patients with spirometry proven COPD managed in primary care practices from 
across the US, we find that the new GOLD system does reclassify substantial proportions of COPD 
patients as compared to just spirometry alone, but how they are reclassified varies greatly by which 
symptoms questionnaire is chosen. Furthermore, the new reclassifications do not have any better 
agreement with physician’s or patient’s own impressions about COPD severity than the traditional 
system.

Clinicians and clinical scientists are interested in assessing COPD severity to have objective measures 
of lung impairment, prognostic information, and parameters on which to guide treatment. Traditionally, 
COPD severity has been solely based on the degree of airflow obstruction, in terms of percent of 
predicted forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV ), as measured by spirometry. The use of FEV  to 
classify the severity of COPD was used in Drs Charles Fletcher and Richard Peto’s studies of the 
natural history of COPD in the West London cohort of a half-century ago,1 and spirometry-based 
severity systems have proven to be valid predictors of survival in many COPD cohorts worldwide since 
then.1–3 Traditional systems that use spirometry to describe COPD progression, such as that 
recommended by the GOLD Committee in its original 2001 guidelines, have also been shown in 
prospective studies to be predictive of a variety of other clinical outcomes including health-related 
quality of life,4,5 and the risk for episodes of acute deterioration in lung function known as COPD 
exacerbations.6,7

However, traditional spirometry-based COPD severity scales capture only one dimension of respiratory 
impairment, airflow, and neglect the multiple health dimensions negatively impacted by COPD, such as 
chronic symptoms and comorbidities. The correlations between FEV  and most patient-reported clinical 
outcomes are not very strong, even in prospective studies comparing changes in lung function to 
symptoms scores or multi-dimensional measures.8–10 In the average pulmonary clinic, it is not difficult 
to find patients who have “severe” COPD by spirometry but are minimally symptomatic, while others 
with only “moderate” airflow obstruction are functionally disabled by their lung disease. Traditional 
severity classification systems also do not address how to classify the large number of current and ex-
smokers with restrictive spirometry characteristics, whose survival prognosis is at least as poor as those 
with moderate airflow obstruction.11,12 The limits of using spirometry measures to define COPD are 
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also highlighted by the persistent debate about the problem of potential over-diagnosis of COPD when 
the traditional definition of obstruction as an FEV /forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio of less than 0.70 is 
applied to older populations.13

In 2011 the GOLD Committee recommended a new COPD assessment system that combines 
spirometry testing with measures of chronic respiratory symptoms, namely, the COPD Assessment Test 
(CAT) or modified British Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale (mMRC),14,15 along with an 
estimation of the future risk for adverse outcomes, as determined by either the recent history of acute 
COPD exacerbations or the percent of predicted FEV .16 The tiered treatment recommendations that 
were based on the old spirometry paradigm were also revised to correspond to the new paradigm. The 
goal of these changes was to improve the clinical assessment and management of COPD.17 Since the 
introduction of the new GOLD assessment system there has been interest in understanding how it 
compares to the traditional spirometry-based staging system, but most studies to date have been 
conducted with COPD patients recruited from university specialty clinics or research cohorts enrolled 
in longitudinal studies.18–29 Very few studies have been based on primary care COPD populations.30
Understanding how the new GOLD COPD assessment system relates to the older spirometry-based 
severity system is a practical problem for primary care practitioners (PCPs) who need to be able to rate 
the severity of their patient’s lung disease and communicate that to the patient and to other health care 
providers.31

The primary objective of this analysis is to examine in a primary-care-based cohort how COPD patients 
staged by the traditional GOLD spirometry-based severity system are reclassified by the new GOLD 
2011 assessment systems. Because the history of exacerbations is an important component of the new 
GOLD system, the severity stages and assessment groups are further stratified by exacerbation history. 
We also examine how old and new classification systems align with patients’ and their PCPs’ 
perceptions of COPD severity.

Methods

Participants and recruitment strategy

This was a cross-sectional observational study of 899 COPD patients treated in individual primary care 
practices from across the US. A total of 95 PCPs (General Internal Medicine or Family Practice) were 
recruited to participate in the study, and 83 PCPs enrolled at least one patient. Their practice 
characteristics are described in an earlier report.32 Investigators identified potential subjects in 
electronic records using a stratified random sampling approach (ie, selection of each nth patient) to 
ensure unbiased selection. Patients were recruited by sites using a scripted telephone call and/or mailed 
letter. Patients aged 40 or older with English language ability and documented care for at least 1 year at 
the PCP’s clinic were included in the study. Patients were excluded if they had conditions that 
contraindicated the forced expiratory maneuver needed for spirometry, or were unable to complete 
study procedures, or had participated in a clinical trial within the prior 12 months. For this analysis, we 
only included patients who met the American Thoracic Society (ATS) definition of spirometry proven 
COPD (ie, FEV /FVC ratio <0.70 on tests meeting ATS quality standards), and who provided all 
information needed for GOLD staging and appropriate self-assessment. Of the 899 enrolled in the 
study, eight withdrew before completing spirometry testing, leaving 891 who completed the spirometry 
phase. Of these, only 666 performed spirometry meeting ATS quality standards, and provided complete 
clinical information needed to calculate the new GOLD stage. Four hundred and fifty-three of these 
were confirmed to have spirometry confirmed COPD, and of these, only 445 properly completed the 
self-assessment questionnaire, and thus are the cohort included in these analyses.

Data collection
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Data collection was performed by investigators during a scheduled office visit. During the visit, 
physicians recorded the patient’s clinical history, spirometry results obtained during the visit, and health 
care resource utilization in a web-based case report form. Prior to spirometry testing, investigators 
recorded their global assessment of the patient’s COPD severity at the time of the study visit on a 
5-point scale, ranging from 1 (no clinical symptoms or disease impact) to 5 (very severe). The 5-point 
scale was intended to correspond to the original GOLD COPD staging system, which ranged from stage 
0 for persons with risk factors or symptoms but no airflow obstruction, and stages 1–4 (mild, moderate, 
severe, and very severe) for those proven to have airflow obstruction. Patients completed a paper 
questionnaire to collect standardized assessments including the CAT, mMRC, and a general assessment 
of severity at the time of the study visit on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (very mild) to 5 (very 
severe). Data were collected from February 2012 to November 2012. This study was approved and 
overseen by Sterling Institutional Review Board (Atlanta, Georgia), study number 3,872. Informed 
consent was obtained from all subjects.

Spirometry procedures

Sites were provided an electronic, hand-held, MicroLoop™ portable spirometer and associated 
Spirometry PC Software™ for the study. Following ATS guidelines, relaxed spirometry testing was 
first used to capture three slow vital capacity results, and then forced spirometry testing was used to 
capture technically acceptable results for FVC and FEV . Up to eight efforts were required from each 
patient to obtain up to three acceptable tests per ATS guidelines. All spirometry measurements are 
reported pre-bronchodilator because it was not feasible to do pre- and post-bronchodilator testing in all 
clinics. Patients were asked not to use their COPD medications on the morning of the test. Predicted 
values and the percentage of predicted FEV  (%pFEV ) were calculated using National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey III reference values.33

Prior to patient enrollment, investigators and study site staff completed real-time, study-specific 
training via an online meeting platform. Training addressed study procedures, including standard ATS 
spirometry procedures and use of the MicroLoop™ spirometer. Following enrollment of the first three 
patients at each study site, spirometry results were sent to an independent respiratory therapist 
experienced and certified in pulmonary function testing for quality control review. Additional guidance 
and training was provided to study site personnel if needed.

Severity classification

Patients were classified into their traditional obstruction severity stage (stages 1–4, described as mild, 
moderate, severe, and very severe, respectively) based on their %pFEV  using GOLD guidelines.16
Patients were classified into their new GOLD mMRC grade (ABCD), and their GOLD CAT grade 
(ABCD), by stratifying them by their %pFEV  and their mMRC or CAT scores, as per the new GOLD 
recommendations. Finally, we also classified patients by their PCPs’ recorded history of exacerbations 
within the last 12 months. PCP and patient’s self-assessed overall severity ratings were also used for 
classification. Very few patients were self-described as “very mild” or physician-described as “no 
clinical symptoms or disease impact”, so these were combined with the mild or stage 1 category for all 
comparisons.

Statistics

Statistical comparisons of continuous variables were made with student’s t-tests and analysis of 
variance, as appropriate. Counts and percentages were compared using chi-square analyses. To compare 
agreement between perceived severity measures and the spirometry-based severity results, a Cohen’s 
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kappa coefficient was used. This approach evaluates disagreement between levels of severity and 
provides a summary result ranging from 0 (no agreement) to 1 (perfect agreement). All analyses 
utilized a two-sided P of 0.05 for significance and were performed using SAS 9.2.

Results

The demographic characteristics of the 445 COPD patients included in the analysis are presented in 
Table 1. Most were older (mean age 68 years) and well-established patients of the participating PCP, 
with a mean attendance in their clinic of 11 years. Most were current (38%) or former smokers (56%), 
with mean lifetime smoking histories of 39 and 52 pack-years, respectively. Approximately two thirds 
were overweight or obese, and 95% were being treated for at least one other chronic comorbidity.
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Table 1

Demographic characteristics

Open in a separate window

Abbreviation: GED, General Educational Development.
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Stratification by traditional spirometry

The majority of patients in this cohort had moderate or severe airflow obstruction according to the 
traditional spirometry stage system (Table 2). Patients’ self-assessments of their COPD severity were 
poorly congruent with their spirometry-based stage (κ=0.13), and more were wrong about their severity 
stage than correct (46% underestimated and 13% overestimated) (Figure 1). The PCP’s severity ratings 
were also inconsistent and tended to underestimate their patient’s severity; 34% were accurate as 
compared to the traditional spirometry stage, with 57% underestimated and 9% overestimated, for an 
overall kappa of 0.11 (Figure 2). Agreement between patient and their physician’s assessments was also 
poor, with doctor’s impressions tending to be less severe than the patient’s (Figure 2).

Open in a separate window
Figure 1

Comparison of patient assessment of severity versus traditional GOLD spirometry stages, and new GOLD 
mMRC and CAT groups.

Notes: The colored bars represent the proportion of patients within each level of comparison; for example, 
46% of patients rated their COPD as being less severe than the severity rating measured by spirometry. The 
kappa coefficient (κ) describes the agreement about COPD severity within each level of comparison and 
provides a summary result ranging from 0 (no agreement) to 1 (perfect agreement). While κ values less 
than 0.20 indicate very poor agreement, the P-values less than 0.001 suggest that these are still better than 
purely random associations.

Abbreviations: GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; mMRC, modified 
Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale; CAT, COPD Assessment Test.
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Figure 2

Comparison of primary care physician assessment of severity versus the patient, traditional GOLD 
spirometry level, and the GOLD mMRC and CAT groups.

Notes: The colored bars represent the proportion of patients within each group of comparison; for example, 
40% of physicians rated their patient’s COPD as being less severe than the severity rating estimated by the 
patients themselves.

Abbreviations: GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; mMRC, modified 
Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; Doc, doctor.
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Table 2

Traditional spirometry severity, with patient and physician assessments of COPD severity prior 
to spirometry

Traditional spirometry GOLD 
stage
(N=445)
N (column %)

Patient self-assessment of COPD 
severity
(N=445)
N (column %)

Physician assessment of patient 
severity
(N=445)
N (column %)

Stage 1 (mild)
(FEV  >80% predicted)
N=43 (10%)

FEV  stage 1 (n=24) FEV  stage 1 (n=32)

FEV  stage 2 (n=63) FEV  stage 2 (n=113)

FEV  stage 3 (n=22) FEV  stage 3 (n=43)

FEV  stage 4 (n=2) FEV  stage 4 (n=12)

N=111 (25%) N=200 (45%)

Stage 2 (moderate)
(FEV  50%–79% predicted)
N=202 (45%)

FEV  stage 1 (n=15) FEV  stage 1 (n=7)

FEV  stage 2 (n=101) FEV  stage 2 (n=63)

FEV  stage 3 (n=73) FEV  stage 3 (n=48)

FEV  stage 4 (n=23) FEV  stage 4 (n=14)

N=212 (48%) N=132 (30%)

Stage 3 (severe)
(FEV  30%–49% predicted)
N=144 (32%)

FEV  stage 1 (n=4) FEV  stage 1 (n=4)

FEV  stage 2 (n=29) FEV  stage 2 (n=24)

FEV  stage 3 (n=48) FEV  stage 3 (n=48)

FEV  stage 4 (n=23) FEV  stage 4 (n=23)

N=104 (23%) N=99 (22%)

Stage 4 (very Severe)
(FEV  <30% predicted)
N=56 (13%)

FEV  stage 1 (n=0) FEV  stage 1 (n=0)

FEV  stage 2 (n=9) FEV  stage 2 (n=2)

FEV  stage 3 (n=1) FEV  stage 3 (n=5)

FEV  stage 4 (n=8) FEV  stage 4 (n=7)

N=18 (4%) N=14 (3%)

Open in a separate window

Abbreviations: GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; FEV , forced expiratory volume 
in 1 second.

Stratification by the mMRC or CAT

Patients were then reclassified by the new GOLD system using their mMRC or CAT scores (Table 3). 
Substantial proportions of patients from the old severity system are reclassified, but how they are 
reclassified varies greatly by whether the mMRC or CAT system is selected.
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Table 3

New GOLD grade by mMRC and CAT results, stratified by traditional GOLD spirometry stage

GOLD grade GOLD – mMRC
(N=433)
(n) [%] of FEV  stage
N (column %)

GOLD – CAT
(N=438)
(n) [%] of FEV  stage
N (column %)

A Stage 1 (n=34) [81%] Stage 1 (n=16) [38%]

Stage 2 (n=109) [55%] Stage 2 (n=24) [12%]

N=143 (33%) N=40 (9%)

B Stage 1 (n=8) [19%] Stage 1 (n=26) [62%]

Stage 2 (n=89) [45%] Stage 2 (n=173) [88%]

N=96 (22%) N=199 (45%)

C Stage 3 (n=67) [48%] Stage 3 (n=15) [10%]

Stage 4 (n=16) [30%] Stage 4 (n=1) [2%]

N=83 (19%) N=16 (4%)

D Stage 3 (n=73) [52%] Stage 3 (n=128) [90%]

Stage 4 (n=38) [70%] Stage 4 (n=55) [98%]

N=111 (26%) N=183 (42%)

Open in a separate window

Note:

Patients who did not complete the mMRC or CAT questionnaires were excluded.

Abbreviations: GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; FEV , forced expiratory volume 
in 1 second; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale; CAT, COPD Assessment Test.

After application of the new GOLD mMRC system, 48% (n=206) of the patients are re-stratified higher 
or lower than their spirometry level when distributed into the GOLD A, B, C, or D groups (Table 3). 
Among persons with mild airflow obstruction (stage 1), 81% are allocated to group A, and the 
remainder to group B. At the other end of the spectrum, patients with the most severe airflow 
obstruction (stage 4) tend to be in group D (70% vs 30% in group C). Patients with moderate airflow 
obstruction (stage 2) are relatively evenly distributed between groups A and B, and patients with severe 
obstruction (stage 3) are relatively evenly distributed between C and D. Therefore, the mMRC system is 
re-stratifying patients in the middle ranges of airflow obstruction according to their chronic symptoms, 
while those with the highest and lowest degrees of obstruction tend to stay in the highest (A) and lowest 
(D) groups. However, the agreement between the GOLD mMRC level and either the physician’s global 
impression of severity or the patients’ self-perception of severity is still poor (κ=0.17 and 0.13, 
respectively) (Figures 1 and 2).
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After reclassification by the new GOLD system using the CAT scores, 41% (n=179) of patients were 
re-stratified into a level higher or lower than their spirometry-based severity, but the distributions were 
much different than the mMRC results (Table 3). Among patients with the mildest obstruction (stage 1), 
only 38% are in group A; among those with moderate obstruction (stage 2), 88% are in group B; and 
among those with severe obstruction (stage 3), 90% are found in group D; thus the ability of the CAT to 
discriminate patients in the middle ranges of airflow obstruction by their chronic symptoms is very 
limited. Furthermore, the agreements between GOLD CAT severity level and either physician 
impression or patient self-assessment are even worse than by spirometry grade alone (κ=0.07 and 0.09, 
respectively) (Figures 1 and 2).

Stratification by exacerbation history

We then stratified the history of exacerbations within the last 12 months by the GOLD spirometry, 
GOLD mMRC, and GOLD CAT systems (Table 4). We noted that physicians identified 14.8% of 
patients as “frequent exacerbators” (two or more exacerbations requiring steroids in the previous 12 
months) while only 13.3% of patients self-reported two or more exacerbations requiring steroids, 
creating a possible misclassification error due to recall bias if patient history alone is used (data for 
patient-reported exacerbations not shown).

Table 4

Twelve-month exacerbation history stratified by traditional GOLD spirometry stage, and new 
GOLD mMRC or CAT groups

GOLD 
FEV
Stage 
1

GOLD 
FEV
Stage 
2

GOLD 
FEV
Stage 
3

GOLD 
FEV
Stage 
4

GOLD 
mMRC 
Group 
A

GOLD 
mMRC 
Group 
B

GOLD 
mMRC 
Group 
C

GOLD 
mMRC 
Group 
D

GOLD 
CAT 
Group 
A

G
C
G
B

Exacerbations Column 
N

43 202 144 56 143 96 83 111 40 1

0 n 37 153 81 25 118 67 49 54 35 1

% 86 76 56 45 83 70 59 49 88 7

1 n 4 31 34 14 18 17 19 29 5 2

% 9 15 24 25 13 18 23 26 13 1

≥2 n 2 18 29 17 7 12 15 28 0 2

% 5 9 20 30 5 13 18 25 0 1

Open in a separate window

Abbreviations: GOLD, Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; FEV , forced expiratory volume 
in 1 second; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council Dyspnea Scale; CAT, COPD Assessment Test.
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As expected, the incidence of exacerbations within the last year increased with the severity of airflow 
obstruction (GOLD FEV  stages 1–4) (Table 4). The percentage of patients who had one exacerbation 
or frequent exacerbations also increased linearly by GOLD mMRC group (GOLD mMRC groups A to 
D, Table 4). Of the 433 patients who were reclassified under GOLD mMRC, seven of these group A 
patients and 12 group B patients would be promoted to groups C and D, respectively, because of their 
high risk for exacerbations. Therefore, after adjusting the COPD mMRC system by exacerbation history 
according to the physician, 33% were in group A, 22% in group B, 19% in group C, and 26% in group 
D.

The exacerbation history by GOLD CAT group did not increase steadily with severity (GOLD CAT 
groups A to D, Table 4). None of the 40 GOLD CAT group A patients were frequent exacerbators, so 
all would stay in group A. Of the 199 patients in GOLD CAT group B, 20 were frequent exacerbators 
and would therefore be upgraded to group D. Therefore, after adjusting the GOLD CAT system by 
exacerbation history according to the physician, 9% were in group A, 45% in group B, 4% in group C, 
and 42% in group D.

Discussion

The new GOLD COPD assessment system adds chronic respiratory symptoms information and recent 
exacerbation history to reclassify persons into a two-dimensional matrix that should better characterize 
the disease impact on chronic symptoms and risk for exacerbations and be a more accurate guide for 
therapy.16,17 In this study of primary care COPD patients, we found as expected that the traditional 
COPD severity system based solely on spirometry did not correlate well with either patient or physician 
perception of severity, although there was a weak correlation between exacerbation history and degree 
of airflow obstruction. The new GOLD system using the mMRC questionnaire does reclassify 
relatively equal proportions of patients with stage 2 (moderate) and stage 3 (severe) airflow obstruction 
based on their chronic dyspnea, so it appears to at least have the potential to characterize these patients 
in a clinically useful way. The history of exacerbations also increases steadily by mMRC level, which 
helps validate that the system is working as expected. However, the distributions by the CAT scores are 
so heavily skewed toward the B and D groups that only 13% of the cohort are left in either A or C, 
making it unlikely that the CAT questionnaire will add much to the spirometry assessment of any given 
patient. Adding exacerbation history to either the mMRC or CAT stratification reclassifies only an 
additional 4% of all patients, and the exacerbation histories are variable depending on whether they 
come from the physician or the patient. Finally, the agreement between physician and patient 
assessments of COPD severity and the GOLD mMRC and CAT levels are not substantially better than 
those of the traditional spirometry-based system, and may be worse. In summary, the results of 
reclassifying primary care COPD patients by the new GOLD assessment system varies greatly by 
whether the CAT or mMRC system is chosen, and it is not clear that either adds much practical benefit 
to the traditional spirometry-based system.

A key motivation to move away from the traditional spirometry-only COPD assessment was the poor 
correlation between the degree of airflow obstruction and other clinical outcomes, which made the basis 
for treatment recommendations unstable.16,17 It was presumed that adding the additional dimensions 
of chronic respiratory symptoms and exacerbation history would result in a more practical tool that 
would stratify patients into groups with similar characteristics that merit specific treatments. For 
example, among patients with increased chronic respiratory symptoms, those with stage 1 or stage 2 
airflow obstruction would have indication for use of long-acting bronchodilators, and those with stage 3 
or stage 4 airflow obstruction might merit “triple therapy” (inhaled corticosteroid + long-acting β2-
agonist and long-acting anticholinergic). However, if a score of 10 is used as the cut-point for the CAT 
questionnaire, then the effect in a primary care population is to put approximately nine out of ten 
patients into a more aggressive treatment group, and one might reasonably ask whether it is worth the 
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effort of giving the questionnaire to ten patients to find the one who does not merit additional 
medication. The mMRC does has the advantage of differentiating the patients with moderate or severe 
obstruction into more balanced groups, and thus it has the potential of differentiating more patients into 
clinically relevant treatment groups, but prospective analyses will be needed to confirm this.

An interesting finding in this project is that the agreement between patient or physician assessment of 
COPD severity and the objective measures of severity were not improved by the new GOLD 
assessment systems. An important feature of qualitative clinical assessment tools is the “face validity”, 
which is the transparency or relevance of a test as it appears to participants.34,35 The COPD 
assessment systems that were only based on spirometry were lacking in face validity because too often 
the measure (mild, moderate, or severe stage) did not correspond well with the patient’s experience of 
symptoms and other disease consequences. If it works as expected, then the face validity of the new 
GOLD system should be improved as compared to the spirometry-only system because of the addition 
of the symptoms questionnaires. Unfortunately, our data suggest that face validity is not substantially 
improved by the GOLD mMRC system, and possibly worsened by the GOLD CAT system. Therefore, 
it is likely that the new GOLD system will also be limited by one of the main criticisms of the 
traditional spirometry-based system, that being a poor correlation with clinical perceptions about 
disease severity and health status. Furthermore, to become practical tools for primary care, severity 
assessment systems will need to be validated as accurate prognostic measures, such as in their ability to 
predict morbidity (eg, risk for COPD exacerbations) and mortality.

There are some important limitations of this study that should be considered. Patients were well-
established COPD patients who had been seeing their PCPs an average of 11 years. It is not known 
whether results would be similar in newly diagnosed COPD patients or among patients in other 
countries. There are also likely to be selection biases based on patients’ willingness to participate in 
research that could affect survey responses. We used standardized questionnaires that were 
administered by staff specifically trained for this study, and it is possible that patients participating in 
clinical research will behave and answer questions differently than they would in normal clinical 
conditions.

Another limitation is the problem of language – how does one define mild, moderate, or severe COPD? 
There are several problems introduced by defining severity by a simple linear 1-to-4 system based on 
spirometry that are further complicated by converting it to a 2-by-2 matrix that combines spirometry, 
either the mMRC or the CAT score, and exacerbation history. For example, the matrix scheme does not 
follow the usual progression of disease in that persons in group B (increased chronic symptoms but low 
risk of future adverse events) are more likely to progress to group D (increased chronic symptoms and 
future adverse events) than to group C (minimal chronic symptoms but high risk of adverse events). In 
a study of 6,628 COPD patients from the Copenhagen Heart Study, GOLD mMRC-derived group B 
patients had significantly worse 3-year all-cause hospitalization rates and survival than group C 
patients.18 To compare how well the new GOLD system compares to the traditional GOLD severity 
scale in terms of how well it matches patients’ self-assessments and their physicians’ global assessment, 
we have assumed that group B equates to “moderate” and group C equates to “severe”, but 
acknowledge that this is not a very stable assumption.

Our results were similar to those found in a study of COPD patients derived from general practices 
from the United Kingdom.30 Haughney et al performed a retrospective survey of 6,283 COPD patients 
who had FEV  and mMRC data. By the new GOLD system 36% were A, 19% B, 20% C, and 25% D, 
as compared to the spirometry grades of 17% stage 1, 52% stage 2, 26% stage 3, and 5% stage 4. They 
also found some degree of gradation in exacerbation risk by category, but their system for identifying 
exacerbations was based on chart review, and direct comparison between their exacerbation data and 
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ours is not feasible from the published data. The studies that have compared GOLD mMRC and CAT 
classification in non-primary care populations also found wide discrepancies between them.22
–25,28,29

Conclusion

We found that the new GOLD COPD system reclassifies a substantial number of primary care patients 
as compared to the traditional spirometry-based severity system, but the reclassification is highly 
variable depending on whether the mMRC or CAT system is chosen. Furthermore, the poor agreement 
between the patients’ and physicians’ global assessments of severity scales even by the GOLD mMRC 
system makes it doubtful that this new system is capturing the major determinates that affect their 
perceptions about their disease progression or current status. It remains to be seen whether the new 
system improves PCPs’ decisions about treatment or helps patients understand their lung disease.
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